SYKES Security Fact Sheet
Everyone knows the drill for getting through check-in and security at an airport: identification and boarding pass ready, laptop
out, pockets empty, tiny liquids meticulously organized and displayed, fingers crossed that they don’t unpack your carry-on
bag (because there’s NO way you’re getting it all back in there), and absolutely no jokes. It may seem excessive, but your
safety is worth it, right? We think so, too, which is why SYKES takes security so seriously.
Read on to learn about SYKES’ mature security organization, which focuses on people, processes and technology to ensure
the highest level of security — just for you.

SYKES SECURITY FRAMEWORK
When traveling, it’s comforting to know that there are some common security protocols in airports around the world, so you
know what to expect and how to comply — no surprises. For our business, such security protocols are dictated by the globally
recognized National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework. SYKES’ security culture is built
on this framework to identify threats; protect our people, data and assets; detect issues quickly; respond through collaboration
with our partners’ security organizations; and recover from any incident, restore capabilities and prevent recurrence. And
SYKES’ Global Security Operations Center (GSOC) is at the center of it all.

Providing 24/7/365 monitoring of our environment across the globe, our GSOC team has the tools and technology at their
fingertips to provide insights and intelligence that enable rapid response and enterprise-wide alerting. Our global security
program is supported by:
Global executive leadership operating with independence and separation of duties
Partnership with legal, HR counsel and business units
Agile and adaptive incident response organization
Experts trained and certified to meet globally recognized security standards
Alignment with contractual obligations and regulatory requirements set forth by our brand partners,
and close partnership with their security and compliance organizations
Clearly defined roles and responsibilities to ensure separation of duties
Incident and severity-driven processes with executive oversight and accountability

ORGANIZED FRAUD DETECTION
SYKES collaborated with the U.S. Secret Service to provide investigative support for a financial institution. Our analysis of data
provided by the client regarding suspicious activity in their customer accounts resulted in the identification and apprehension
of an organized card-fraud ring operating in the United States.

PEOPLE
Every time you fly, you can be reasonably sure that everyone responsible for a safe flight — the pilot, flight attendants,
engineers, mechanics — are fully certified and have undergone rigorous training for the job. Even the passengers in emergency
exit rows receive a briefing on the expectations and “qualifications” for sitting in those seats. At SYKES, we recognize that
security is everyone’s responsibility and that our people are the first and best line of defense against internal and external
threats. Our approach is tailored to find, train and keep the right people on our team to handle business and customer data.
From recruitment and hiring to ongoing governance, SYKES focuses on creating a human firewall to protect against and
mitigate security risks, such as:
Fraud
Data Loss
Social Engineering
Phishing
Technology vulnerabilities
Clearly defined roles and responsibilities to ensure separation of duties
Incident and severity-driven processes with executive oversight and accountability
During the past 40+ years, SYKES has refined our processes for hiring, training, developing and retaining employees who
take the security of our company and our brand partners’ assets as seriously as you do. We take every possible measure to
ensure that the right people are hired into the right line of business, whether they’re working in one of our traditional contact
centers or joining our growing workforce of home-based employees. Once hired, we provide the tools to ensure success. Our
proprietary, learner-led training program uses real-world data and a continuous feedback loop to tailor each user engagement
to the needs of the business and the ever-evolving threat landscape.
Throughout their tenure at SYKES, employees are empowered and encouraged to report security problems by offering the
opportunity to do so anonymously and without repercussion. We have given them the technology and information they
need to respond to an emergency or report suspicious activity with the click of a button. We also deploy annual security
awareness campaigns on-site and via internal communications to reinforce the critical role each employee plays in maintaining
the security of our company.

PHYSICAL
If you were headed off on a two-week vacation, would you leave your car in the airport’s long-term lot with the doors unlocked
and the keys in the ignition? Not a chance. SYKES isn’t taking any chances, either — we employ multiple industry-leading
physical security and employee safety systems that offer high-level protection for our locations, employees and assets.
These systems use best-in-class technology fueled by machine learning and data analytics. The elevated physical security
capabilities we provide include:
Automated on- and off-boarding processes to assign or restrict access for new employees, those transitioning between
accounts, and anyone leaving the company
Geo-political assessments and global alerting to threat-level changes
Mobile app safety warnings and tools for employees to check-in and/or access assistance
Detection/identification of potential threats, such as open doors, break-in attempts, access breaches via “tailgating,”
workplace violence, etc.
Detection of risk elements to differentiate between suspicious behavior/threat and safety events (e.g., trip and fall)
Alerting for aid requiring internal rapid response or emergency services
Evidentiary documentation to aid investigation of security events
Space utilization reports for physical accountability within monitored spaces

MANAGING GEO-POLITICAL RISK
When employee safety and customer data integrity were threatened during a political crisis in a region where SYKES
operates, our security and continuity protocols allowed us to effectively maintain the security of our business, the safety
of our employees, and the confidentiality and integrity of client and customer data. Throughout this event, we ensured that
employees were safely transported or able to comfortably stay at our facility as needed. SYKES provided regular intelligence
briefings to business leaders and brand partners and ensured that when internet and telecommunications integrity placed
voice and data transmission at risk, we remained online and secure by backhauling and re-routing calls through a backup
ISP circuit to our data centers outside the country. SYKES did not experience any safety or data-security incidents and
maintained full operational capacity throughout the crisis. During this period of unrest, SYKES received commendation from a
high-ranking U.S. general on the quality of actionable intelligence provided in our security briefings on response efforts.

TECHNOLOGY
Before takeoff, everyone wants to know that they’ll be soaring 30K+ feet in the air with support from the best, most advanced
flight technology and safety systems. It’s no different for businesses working with a business process outsourcing (BPO)
partner. At SYKES, our security program and GSOC leverage state-of-the-art detection and threat-hunting technology built
on a next-generation security information and event management (SIEM) platform. Partnering with the SIEM vendor, SYKES
has deployed an enterprise-wide, cloud-native platform that analyzes and processes network, endpoint and system-security
events to provide a holistic view of the enterprise and generate high-fidelity alerts. Because our system leverages machine
learning to generate data insights, our analysts can focus more on protecting the organization through enhanced visibility and
relevant context.

A typical security operations center (SOC) can triage just over half of all alerts daily, and the real risks lie in attacks that go
uninvestigated due to resource limits or alert fatigue. That’s where SYKES’ system takes security to new heights. Our platform
features an adaptive signal-clustering engine (ASCE) that automates the alert triage process, ensuring that each and every
alert is analyzed. This enables our analysts to appropriately prioritize their focus, as the system automatically and intelligently
groups alerts that highlight potential threat activity.
SYKES’ security organization employs machine learning as a core component of our vulnerability assessment and management
(VAM) platform. Through cloud-, network- and host-based sensors that communicate to an industry-leading VAM platform,
SYKES maintains a comprehensive picture of our infrastructure’s security level. This provides our teams with immediate alerting
to unknown assets and new vulnerabilities, which allows our GSOC and cybersecurity professionals to address unexpected
configuration changes before they become breaches. Through the application of machine learning, our platform risk-scores
the high volume of vulnerabilities to provide our IT teams with the necessary visibility and context to effectively prioritize and
remediate what matters most.

DATA
It’s safe to say that the airlines you fly with and the airports your transit through have to comply with clearly defined international
regulations and safety standards. Similarly, SYKES is responsible for navigating brand-, industry- and region-specific laws,
regulations and business requirements. We carefully evaluate each of our brand partners to understand their customer
geography, data-types, and where the data will be processed. This allows us to operate as an extension to your compliance
activities, addressing data-sovereignty and ensuring appropriate technology safeguards are in place globally.

BRAND TESTIMONIAL
In terms of engagement, quality and response, the SYKES security team stands out among the competition. The collaboration
and feedback provided by SYKES around our security and compliance organization has helped us evolve our programs
through leading insight into our areas of risk.
- global telecommunications company
When it comes to classifying and protecting sensitive data for our brand partners and ensuring compliance with standards and
regulations, SYKES continuously reviews the effectiveness of our IT security program in reducing business risk. From best-inclass security software to continuous intensive training for all employees, SYKES takes your biggest data security concerns to
heart. Our baseline data security controls provide, at minimum:
Best-in-class data encryption, at-rest and in-transit
Multi-factor authentication
Layered data-loss prevention (DLP) technologies
Host- and network-based intrusion detection (IDS)
At SYKES, your biggest data security concern is our biggest data security concern, and we provide solutions that protect your
brand and your customers at every level.

ABOUT SYKES
Sykes Enterprises, Incorporated is a leading provider of multichannel demand generation and customer engagement services
for Global 2000 companies and their end customers. SYKES’ differentiated full lifecycle solutions and services — digital
marketing, sales expertise, customer service, technical support and more through multichannel delivery platforms — effectively
engage customers at every touchpoint of the customer journey. Our complete service offering helps clients acquire, retain and
increase the lifetime value of their customer relationships through cost-effective solutions that enhance the customer service
experience, promote stronger brand loyalty, and foster high levels of performance and profitability.

www.sykes.com

